Office or Committee Name: WSWS Proceedings Editor

Officer or Chairperson Name: Bill McCloskey

Date of Preparation (include year): March 3, 2015

Committee Activities during the Year: The proceedings were compiled in the usual manner using the wssaabstract.com system to create most of the electronic Proceedings document. I think that the process is improving each year; for the first time in years we managed to get all of the project discussion reports in the proceedings although it resulted in a bit of a delay. Putting the proceedings together was greatly facilitated by a change in the output of the Proceedings Report from wssaabstracts.com so that the abstract titles were not in all capital letters but rather appeared as they do in the Program. My thanks again to Drew for addressing this issue with David Krueger and to David for making the change.

As per the Operating Guide, I sent out reminders to various appropriate committee chairs reminding them to submit their reports to me for inclusion in the Proceedings

Recommendations for Board Action: None at this time

Budget Needs: None

Suggestions for the Future: None at this time

Current Committee Members: NA
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